Jason D. Minors Shares How a Tragic Accident Changed his Life Forever

‘Life Changes’ tells a true story to inspire, encourage and motivate people to continue to have a positive outlook on life

HAMILTON, Bermuda (PRWEB) November 12, 2018 -- Inspired to write after experiencing a near tragic motorcycle accident, Jason D. Minors shares his compelling story in the book “Life Changes” (published by Xlibris in May 2017). Set for a new marketing campaign, the book shares how his young life changed in a flash, with a blink before his eyes and how things are today. For more details about the book, please visit https://www.amazon.com/Life-Changes-Jason-D-Minors/dp/1543426549.

“I never expected that, at the young age of 23 years old, I would be paralyzed for life. Yes, in much pain and sometimes in great fear, I had to face weeks, months, and now, years of surgeries, setbacks and other medical events. I had no choice but to adapt and take everything in stride,” Minors says. “I did, and I give praise to the Lord for giving me the strength, the courage and the will I needed. Most of all, I thank him for his love and saving grace, especially for letting me be able to wake up and face another day.”

Minors woke up that Sunday morning with a smile on his face. The sun was up, and the clear-blue skies beckoned him. In no time, he had showered, dressed and begged his mother for him to use the family car to attend church. But his mother had to go to work, and so, Minors had no other choice but to ride his motorcycle. He became a little complacent on the beautiful day—a little too relaxed, a little too carefree and just a little too daring as he neared that treacherous bend. Little did he know, his young life would be changed forever by a tragic accident that he will never, ever forget.

“If by sharing my story turns out to inspire, encourage, and motivate a positive outlook on life for just one person, then it would have been worth writing. My life has changed. It’s shining brightly, and it’s all because of the men and women of Bermuda—my home,” he concludes.

“Life Changes”
By Jason D. Minors
Hardcover | 6 x 9in | 128 pages | ISBN 9781543426557
Softcover | 6 x 9in | 128 pages | ISBN 9781543426540
E-Book | 128 pages | ISBN 9781543426533
Available at Amazon and Barnes & Noble

About the Author
Jason D. Minors is now 34 years old and currently lives on the Island of Bermuda. He loves to read all types of books, and enjoys taking the time to reflect on God’s beautiful earth and his words in the Bible. He resides with his mother and also enjoys spending time with his three siblings and their families. He has a passion for soccer and his favorite teams are Manchester City and Barcelona. He loves to connect with his friends on Facebook and his e-mail address is Jason.dreamer1983@gmail.com.

Xlibris Publishing, an Author Solutions, LLC imprint, is a self-publishing services provider created in 1997 by authors, for authors. By focusing on the needs of creative writers and artists and adopting the latest print-on-demand publishing technology and strategies, we provide expert publishing services with direct and personal access to quality publication in hardcover, trade paperback, custom leather-bound and full-color formats. To
date, Xlibris has helped to publish more than 60,000 titles. For more information, visit xlibris.com or call 1-888-795-4274 to receive a free publishing guide. Follow us @XlibrisPub on Twitter for the latest news.
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